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Abstract
Sustainability assessment is a critical issue for the biodiesel production chain. The constant
growth of the biodiesel industry has generated important sustainability concerns, such as
competition with food production, indirect land use change, and impacts on water, biodiversity
and social values. Government policies consider that quantitative, robust and independent
sustainability assessment is vital to estimate the extent to which the biodiesel industry impacts
sustainability issues. However, weaknesses in the definition of adequate indicators to measure the
sustainability of biodiesel production have been identified. In this context, this work proposes a
hierarchical assessment framework based on sustainability dimensions, principles, criteria and
indicators. To do this, after a systematic literature review, a first version of the framework was
proposed. Then, to define the final framework, a validation strategy based on expert survey
consultations and a descriptive statistical analysis were developed. In order to define the
principles and criteria importance for sustainability assessment of biodiesel, 62 experts answered
an online survey assessing three attributes: relevance, ease of measurement and reliability. The
first result of the validation analysis was the definition of a framework composed of five
dimensions (social, economic, environmental, political and technological), 13 principles, and 30
criteria that would be part of a sustainability assessment of biodiesel production. The second result
was the identification of potential groups and relationships between principles and criteria
represented through data visualization techniques. The validated framework provides the basis
for defining future studies about interdimensional principles and criteria. Also, the proposed
sustainability assessment framework could be adapted and applied to biodiesel production in
specific contexts.
Keywords
Biodiesel, sustainability criteria, expert survey, framework
Introduction
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Over the last decade, biofuels, specifically bioethanol and biodiesel, have gained relevance as an
important alternative to liquid fossil fuels. The positive impact on sustainability attributed to
biofuels contributes to stimulating its production (Kampman et al. 2012). Governments usually
justify the application of policies to promote biofuel production based on positive impacts,
including a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, job creation in rural regions of developing
countries and diversification of fuel sources, especially in the transport sector (Gnansounou
2011).
In the last decades, impacts caused during the biofuels life cycle, such as the alteration of soil,
water, air quality, energy balance, food security, use and land tenure, and investment of public
funds to subsidize biofuel production, began to be more closely analyzed (Reinhardt 1996;
Kaltschmitt et al. 1997; Finnveden & Ekvall 1998; Dreier et al. 1998; Zemanek & Reinhardt
1999; MacLean et al. 2000; Zah et al. 2009; Hill et al. 2006; Janssen & Rutz 2011; Gnansounou
2011). Furthermore, to make clear the bioenergy consequences for sustainable development,
comprehensive analyses about the complex relationship between negative and positive life-cycle
impacts of biofuel production, the dynamic characteristics of the impacts, the inclusion of the
sustainability dimensions and the long-term studies were promoted (Florin et al. 2013).
Sustainability theory provides strategies for better understanding and assessing the impacts of
biofuel production on society. Sustainability assessment encompasses the complex study of
social, environmental and economic aspects, as well as their interrelationships and changes over
time. Additionally, these studies involve the multiple goals and methodologies to assess
sustainability (Markevičius et al. 2010).
In this context, governments, public and private entities, international organizations, nongovernmental organizations and researchers have proposed strategies to establish how sustainable
biofuel production is. As a consequence, certification systems, regulatory frameworks,
international policies and local initiatives have been developed and implemented (Fritsche et al.
2006; Scarlat 2011; FAO & BEFSCI 2011; FAO 2013). A comprehensive summary about
certification, initiatives, standards and policies for biofuel references is presented in Appendix 2.
However, there is still a need for a comprehensive framework that considers the sustainability of
multidimensional assessment, the relationship between dimensions and criteria. In addition, such
a framework should also describe the validation processes to define aims and criteria (FAO &
BEFSCI 2012).
In the search for strategies to achieve a comprehensive framework that integrate dimensions,
principles and criteria of sustainability for biodiesel production, the first part of this work
proposed a hierarchical sustainability assessment framework consisting of four levels:
sustainability dimensions, principles, criteria and indicators defined through a comprehensive
state of the art (Bautista et al. 2016). Five dimensions were included in the framework proposed,
which integrates the political and technological dimensions into the three traditional sustainability
dimensions (social, economic and environmental) with the aim of strengthening the
multidimensional sustainability capabilities.
On that basis, this work develops expert consultation to validate the principles and criteria
proposed by Bautista (2016) in the sustainability assessment framework. The expert consultation
has been previously used for the validation of conceptual models and complex issues (van der
Sluijs et al. 2005; Augusiak et al. 2014). Expert consultation was performed through an online
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survey, which allowed us to collect the data to perform a comprehensive analysis applying
methods of descriptive statistics.
This paper is structured as follows: in the first section, the hierarchical assessment framework is
described. Then, the second section presents the validation method, which includes expert
identification, online survey design and application, and the description of the statistical tools
applied to survey answers (measures of central tendency, dispersion of data, principal component
analysis and hierarchical ascendant classification). The third section shows the expert profile by
geographic region of experts, organization type and expertise area. The fourth section presents
the results of the expert consultation, the general analysis of dispersion, the potential correlation
between importance attributes and the experts’ profile, and the hierarchical ascendant
classification of criteria. Finally, section five presents the principles and criteria recommended,
the comparison of the framework proposed in this work with other similar approaches, and the
potential groups and relationships between principles and criteria of different dimensions.
1. Hierarchical assessment framework
The hierarchical assessment framework was defined based on comprehensive analysis of the state
of the art. About 400 documents were reviewed, and 103 documents were ultimately selected
(Bautista et al. 2016). The document selection was carried out through a deductive process that
includes the identification of the following components: 1) Documents that present at least two
of the following concepts: goals, objectives or principles, criteria, and indicators. 2) Document
about the traditional dimensions of sustainable development (social, economic, environmental).
3) Documents presenting research about the sustainability assessment framework. A document
is selected if it is part of two or more groups previously described. The information sources
employed were academic and research institutions, governmental and non-governmental
institutions involved in sustainability assessment of biodiesel, and scientific databases like Web
of Science and Scopus, particularly the following journal databases: American Chemical Society
ACS, Science Direct, Springer Journal, and Nature.com.
Associated with sustainability assessment, the environmental, social and economic dimensions
are sometimes referred to as the "three pillars" of sustainability or the "triple bottom lines – TBL"
(Hacking & Guthrie 2008). The TBL is an approach which incorporates the three dimensions of
sustainability, linked to a strong theoretical fit for measuring multidimensionality of sustainability
(Lee et al. 2012). Furthermore, in particular for biodiesel production assessment, Bautista (2016)
identified two additional dimensions: the political and technological dimension. The political
dimension is highly relevant because government policies are essential to promote biodiesel
production, creating economic conditions and favorable markets such as subsidies, tax
exemptions, and compulsory biodiesel consumption as a diesel mixture. The technological
dimension is also relevant, taking into account that emerging technologies are competing with
first-generation biodiesel.
The hierarchical sustainability assessment framework proposed by Bautista (2016) consists of
four levels. The first level comprises the five dimensions previously mentioned; the second
includes 13 principles, defined as premises, bases or universal principles that define the
sustainability of a biodiesel supply chain. The third level contains 40 criteria linked to each
principle. A criterion is a measurable condition (qualitative or quantitative) that establishes the
application of principles. The fourth level corresponds to a set of indicators that describes each
3

criterion. An indicator is an observable qualitative or quantitative expression, which can describe
the characteristics, behaviors or phenomena of reality through the development of one or more
variables (see Appendix 1).
Principles and criteria were defined in order to be applied regardless of the economic, social,
political or biogeographic context, the technological conditions, or the raw materials used, among
other aspects. Furthermore, to assess specific contexts, particular conditions of the biodiesel
production chain or scale in a continent, country or region, a set of indicators for each criterion
should be defined.
2. Validation method of sustainability assessment principles and criteria for biodiesel
production
Expert consultation was selected as the validation method for sustainability assessment principles
and criteria for biodiesel production, because of its applicability in the validation of conceptual
models and complex issues. It has been used by other authors in biofuel research. Some examples
can be found in studies developed by Barrett (2011), Brent & Musango (2013), Fiorese et al.
(2013) and Tickner (2013) to define the future perspectives of biodiesel through sustainability
assessment. Also, expert consultation has been employed to assess the environmental degradation
linked to biofuel production (Vermeulen & Cotula 2010; Bisaro et al. 2014).
In order to validate the proposed framework, a validation strategy was implemented following six
steps: (1) expert identification, (2) survey design, (3) survey application, (4) descriptive statistical
analysis, (5) selection of sustainability assessment principles and criteria for biodiesel production,
and (6) data visualization technique. The validation process is shown in Figure 1. The following
of each step will be described.
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Figure 1. Validation method of sustainability assessment principles and criteria for biodiesel production

2.1 Expert identification
Experts were identified through a screening of the community involved in biodiesel production
and its sustainability assessment through the papers published in peer-reviewed journals,
conference participation lists, and members of industry and institutions such as the World Energy
Council, the Green Chemistry Development Institute, WIP Renewable Energies, and government
institutions of Brazil, Argentina, Colombia, Chile, and India, among others.
In this work, four types of experts were identified according to the following definition: An
industrial expert is a person who has worked in industrial biodiesel production processes for a
period equal to or longer than five years. A government expert is a person who has worked in
governmental institutions that develop policies, laws or politics about biofuels. In the same way,
a non-governmental expert is a professional who has worked on biofuel-related topics, especially
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in areas linked to sustainable production. Governmental and non-governmental experts are
characterized by their participation as key speakers at congresses and other academic events, and
as international or national consultants. A university or research expert is a professional who has
published at least five papers in a peer-reviewed journal, and these papers have been cited at least
10 times.
This work identified key areas to be taken into account about the expert profile. Initially,
nationality and type of organization with which the expert was affiliated (from industry,
government, non-governmental institutions, universities or research centers). After this, expertise
areas were identified for each professional (knowledge and experience), such as social, economic,
political, technological and environmental areas associated with sustainability dimensions of
biodiesel production.
2.2 Survey design and application
2.2.1 Attributes of the importance and classification range
Sustainability assessment importance was defined as the impact of each principle and criterion
on the assessment. The importance was the average value of three attributes: relevance, ease of
measurement and reliability. The dimensionless ranking scale was null (0), low (1), moderate (2)
and high (3); the attributes were defined as follows:
•
•
•

Relevance: Measures the level of significance and pertinence of the criterion in the
sustainability assessment of biodiesel.
Ease of measurement: Measures the level of accessibility to information and the ability
to perform the measurement of the criterion.
Reliability: Measures how credible or certain the results of the measurement for the
criterion are.

The Online survey can be found at
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1dwBYYCBxfY7ZEp7qyA3bgx5joiYhM8PnHAPMHStVQG
Y/viewform
The importance was calculated using equation 1. Subsequently, the principles and criteria were
classified, taking into account the computed value of importance and using the ranking scale
shown in Table 1.
Equation 1.

𝑰𝒎𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒊 =

(∑ 𝑹𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒗𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒊 +𝑬𝒂𝒔𝒆 𝒐𝒇 𝒎𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒊 +𝑹𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒊 )
8

Where: “ i ” is the principle or criteria.
Table 1. Importance ranking scale of principles and criteria

2.2.2 Survey structure
The survey form was structured by multiple-choice questions about the level of importance
(relevance, ease of measurement and reliability) of each principle and criteria. Then, the questions
were written and translated into three languages (English, Spanish and French).The survey was
sent together with a presentation letter to the experts, in which the goals, ranking scale were
explained in detail. Finally, a pilot survey test was applied, enabling survey improvement.
2.3 Descriptive statistical analysis
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A statistical analysis of the survey results was conducted. Initially, techniques such as central
tendency measurements and variability or dispersion measurements were used, and subsequent
multivariate data analyses were applied (Principal Components Analysis - PCA and Hierarchical
Ascendant Classification - HAC). The algorithm of the descriptive statistical analysis is shown in
Figure 2 and the tools are described below.

Figure 2. Algorithm of descriptive statistical analysis

2.3.1

Dispersion and correlation measurements

The dispersion and correlation techniques applied to the importance attributes ranked (relevance,
ease of measurement and reliability) were the correlation matrix, scatter plot and box plot. Initially
the correlation matrix was applied; this is a symmetric matrix where the variables are horizontally
and vertically equal. In this case, the variables are the importance attributes. The matrix measures
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the level of corresponding correlation between each pair of attributes through the coefficient
called σ. The σ is expressed by a number ranging from 0 to 1, where a value of 0 indicates that
no correlation is observed (Hastie et al. 2009).
Afterwards, a scatter plot was used because it can suggest different correlations between
importance attributes with a certain confidence interval. In addition, it is possible to show linear
and nonlinear relationships between attributes. The correlations may be positive (rising), negative
(falling), or zero (uncorrelated). A line of best fit (alternatively called "tend-line") can be drawn
in order to study the correlation between the variables. Finally, a box plot was applied, which is
a graph based on quartiles, whereby a data set is displayed. It consists of a rectangle, the "box"
and two arms, "whiskers" that provide information about the minimum and maximum values, the
quartiles Q1, Q2 and Q3 or medium, and the existence of outliers and symmetry of the distribution
(Hastie et al. 2009).
2.3.2

Multivariate data analysis

In the study of the answers given by the experts, two types of multivariate analysis data tools were
used. The first tool is a Principal Components Analysis (PCA), which delivers a graphical
representation of the data according to two principal axes (Syms 2008). PCA defines the principal
axes regarding different variables. In this case, we studied on one hand the relevance, the ease of
measurement and the reliability of the criteria considered and on the other hand, the experts’
profile (nationality, area of expertise and organization type). The role of the PCA is at first to
detect pairs of variables perceived as synonyms (some variables are highly correlated), in order
to reduce the dimension of the variables' space. Secondly, PCA determines which pairs of
variables contribute little to the variance of the assessments. Such pairs are considered as
irrelevant for a semantic description of the given group of individuals (Petiot & Yannou 2004).
The second tool is Hierarchical Ascendant Classification (HAC). It is based on general linking
data using the Ward criteria aggregation method (Ward 1963). HAC regroups the individuals
according to the similarity of characteristics and behavior (Fort et al. 2011; Ward 1963). The
principle is to create a partition in every stage obtained by aggregating pair-wise the closest
individuals (or group of individuals). The functioning of this technique is based on regrouping
individuals by minimal Euclidean distance on a plan, considering the same variables as for PCA.
In our case, the objective is to identify several groups of criteria, which have the same global
profile according to the scores of relevance, ease of measurement and reliability given by the
experts.
The combination of these two analyses is relevant because it allows the researcher to visualize
the correlated (or similar) variables as well as the identification of the individuals having close
behaviors. This combination also makes it possible to position the groups obtained according to
their evaluation with regard to the three attributes of the criteria (relevance, ease of measurement
and reliability). We can thereby identify the least good and the best-estimated groups in order to
identify similarities and differences between criteria.
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2.4 Selection of sustainability assessment principles and criteria for biodiesel production
The principles and criteria are selected if they are ranked by survey participants with high and
moderate importance, defined as the average value of the three attributes: relevance, ease of
measurement and reliability. The criteria ranked with medium relevance, low reliability and low
ease of measurement are eliminated. Furthermore, if the criteria obtain high or moderate
relevance, but ease of measurement and reliability are low, then the criteria are merged with
others. The merging process takes into account the HAC that regroups the individuals according
to the similarity of characteristics and behavior and provides potential groups of criteria using the
Ward criteria aggregation method (Ward 1963).
2.5 Data visualization of principles and criteria selected
Data visualization techniques permit better comprehension of relationships and potential
correlations between the three levels of the hierarchical sustainability assessment framework
proposed (dimensions, principles and criteria). Also, it is possible to identify central nodes in
which it connects principles and criteria of different sustainability dimensions.
3. Results
3.1 Expert profile description
As a result of the expert consultation described in section 2.1, 310 experts meet the profile defined.
Although all the experts were contacted, only 62 of them answered the survey. After that, the
analysis of the profile was conducted as explained in section 2.2.
•

Geographic region of the experts: The 62 experts that answered the survey are from 20
different countries and their nationalities were classified by region. The largest number of
experts belongs to Latin America and the Caribbean (68%), the second expert group belongs
to the European region (21%), and a small number of experts are from the regions of Asia,
North America and Africa.

•

Experts by organization type: Most of the experts were connected to universities and research
institutes (67%), followed by the experts associated with government institutions (17%) and
industries (16%).

•

Experts by sustainability dimension: A wide variety of combinations was observed in the
expertise of the professionals consulted; 42% of the experts were linked with one or more
sustainability dimensions. 24% of the experts were related to environmental-technological
dimensions, and 23% were only in the technological dimension. 11% of the specialists
declared expertise in the five dimensions and 61% working in two or more dimensions, while
39% were regarded as authorities in one dimension. The participation of experts from
multiple sustainability dimensions was favorable for this research because it brings multiple
points of view.

3.2 Statistical analysis of principles
To each average value of the three attributes ranked for each principle and criterion, the algorithm
shown in Figure 2 was applied. If the average absolute error is acceptable, then the average values
of the principle and criteria attribute are statistically reliable.
3.2.1 Principles - General analysis dispersion
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The use of average values in the subsequent statistical analysis was possible. The attribute ranking
of principles is shown in Table 2, while the description of each principle is presented in Appendix
1.
Table 2. Ranking averages of principles' importance

P1: Respect property and land tenure

2.7

P2: Social acceptability

2.4

P3: Promote responsible work conditions

2.7

P4: Prevent alteration to food supply

2.6

High

Mod.

Rank

Low

Principles

Null

Importance

Sustainability
Dimension

Social

Political

Economic
Technological

P5: Relationship between national and international biodiesel
promotion policies
P6: National biodiesel production consistent with international
environmental policies

2.1
2.6

P7-P: Promote commitment to ethics and transparency

2.8

P8: Economic viability

2.6

P9: Technology used promotes efficiency and reduction of negative
environmental impact

2.8

P10: Maintain or improve the air, soil and water quality

2.9

P11: Positive balance of greenhouse gases

2.7

P12: Promote the conservation and protection of biodiversity

2.8

P13: Energy efficiency and use of renewable energy

2.8

Environmental

As explained in Table 1 (section 2.2), the importance given by the experts to the principles was
considered as high if the average value was between 2.4 and 3.0. The principles with high
variation coefficients were the same principles that obtained moderate importance ranks (P5Biodiesel promotion policy, P2-Social acceptability and P8-Economic viability). The principles
associated with technological and environmental dimensions had lower variation coefficients and
they were ranked with high importance, indicating a great deal of agreement in the ranks given
by experts (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Principles importance, average and variation coefficient (Cv)

3.2.2 Principles - Principal component analysis
The results of the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) set forth the potential correlation between
the principles' importance and the expert profile; these are shown in Figure 4. According to the
PCA rules, all these variables are orthogonal, so there was no correlation between them. It was
possible to conclude that the principle importance ranking scale does not depend on the type of
organization the expert works with. Indeed, according to PCA rules, all these variables are
orthogonal, so there was no correlation between them.
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Figure 4. PCA loading plots concerning the type of organization

3.3 Criteria statistical analysis
The average value of the three attributes ranked (relevance, ease of measurement and reliability)
for each principle and criterion was statistically significant based on the algorithm shown in
Figure 2.
3.3.1

Criteria - General analysis dispersion

The average value of each attribute ranked was used in the subsequent statistical analysis because
each average ranking obtained an absolute error less than the maximum error absolute with a
statistical confidence level of 95% (see statistical algorithm in Figure 2). The attribute ranking of
principles is shown in Table 3, and the descriptions of the criteria are presented in Appendix 1.
Table 3. Average ranking criteria for attribute

2.7

1.9

1.7

2.1

C2-Land conflicts

2.6

1.5

1.6

1.9

C3-National energy security

2.5

2.0

2.0

2.2

C4-Environmental noise

1.9

2.0

1.8

1.9

C5-Changes in landscape - visual impacts

1.8

1.6

1.6

1.6

C6-Local prosperity

2.6

1.9

1.9

2.1

C7-Health & safety – employees

2.8

2.3

2.2

2.4

C8-Labor laws

2.9

2.2

2.2

2.4

C9-Food supply

2.6

1.9

1.8

2.1

C10-Biomass local uses

2.1

1.5

1.5

1.7

1.8

2.0

1.8

1.9

C11-Subsidy scheme
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Mod.
High

Null

Low

Grad

Importance
High

Mod.

Null

Low

Reliability
Grad

High

Low

Mod.

Null

Grad

High

Mod.

Null
Low

Ease of measurement

C1-Rights of land access

Pol
itic
al
Di
me
nsi
on

Social Dimension

Criteria

Grad

Relevance

Environmental Dimension

Technological

Economic Dimension

C12-Advanced biodiesel promotion

1.7

1.9

1.9

1.8

C13-Agreement biodiesel blend-diesel

1.7

2.3

2.1

2.0

C14-National capability in biodiesel research

2.2

1.9

1.9

2.0

C15-Biomass (non-edible) for biodiesel

2.4

1.9

1.8

2.0

C16-National amount of land suitable

2.6

1.9

1.9

2.2

C17-Emision condition GHE

2.5

1.8

1.8

2.0

C18-Ethical commitment

2.4

1.4

1.5

1.7

C19-Compliance with local laws

2.3

1.3

1.4

1.7

C20-Influence oil market/biodiesel

2.4

2.1

2.0

2.2

C21-Influence diesel market/biodiesel
C22-Production biodiesel 1a gen./biodiesel

2.5
2.2

2.3
2.4

2.1
2.3

2.3
2.3

C23-Influence vegetable oil market/biodiesel

2.6

2.2

2.2

2.3

C24- Influence glycerin market/biodiesel

2.1

2.2

2.1

2.1

C25-Influence advanced biodiesel
market/biodiesel

2.2

2.0

2.0

2.0

C26-Influence advanced biodiesel
market/veg. oil

2.6

1.8

1.8

2.1

C27-Influence advanced biodiesel
techno/cost

2.4

1.9

1.9

2.1

C28-Influence engine trends

2.3

2.1

2.1

2.2

C29-Influence technological learning/cost

2.3

1.8

1.8

2.0

C30-Air quality

2.8

2.2

2.0

2.3

C31-Efficient use of water

2.8

2.1

2.1

2.4

C32-Local water quality

2.9

2.3

2.2

2.4

C33-Wastes-managed responsibly

2.8

2.3

2.2

2.4

C34-Soil quality

2.8

2.0

1.9

2.2

C35-Greenhouse gases

2.6

1.8

1.8

2.1

C36-Transformation-natural ecosystems

2.6

1.8

1.8

2.1

C37-Influence fragile ecosystems

2.8

2.0

2.0

2.2

C38-Influence wildlife

2.8

1.9

1.9

2.2

C39-Energy used

2.4

2.0

2.0

2.1

C40-Energy savings

2.2

2.1

2.0

2.1

y

Overall, the criteria importance averages were between 1.6 and 2.4. The highest ranked criteria
belong to the environmental dimension, and the lowest to the political dimension. Regarding the
variation coefficient, the highest values correspond to the criteria of the social and political
dimensions, while the lowest to the environmental. This behavior shows that there is major
disagreement in what experts ranked about the importance of social and political criteria as shown
in Figure 5.
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Mod.
High

Null

Low

Grad

Importance
High

Mod.

Null

Low

Reliability
Grad

High

Low

Mod.

Null

Grad

Ease of measurement
High

Mod.

Null
Low

Criteria

Grad

Relevance

Figure 5. Criteria importance, average and variation coefficient (Cv).

Correlation matrix (Table 4) showed that there was high correlation (0.97) between the attributes
ease of measurement and reliability, whereas the correlation was very low (0.23) between
relevance and reliability, as well as between ease of measurement and relevance (0.15).
Table 4. Correlation matrix between criteria attributes

Reliability

3.3.2

Ease of measurement

Reliability

1.0

Ease of measurement

0.97

1.0

Relevance

0.23

0.15

Relevance

1.0

Criteria - Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

In order to analyze the criteria another PCA was conducted. The objective of this analysis was to
identify the potential correlations between the collected data. First, the expert profile was
analyzed.
Figure 6A shows the PCA loading plots of the geographical areas of the experts compared with
the three attributes.
In the first loading plot (Figure 6A), it can be seen that the geographical regions of Europe and of
Latin America and the Caribbean, as well as the attributes reliability and ease of measurement are
well represented, because the spots indicating these variables were very close to the border of the
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circle. The relevance attribute was also well represented but not as clearly as the two other
attributes. Therefore, Figure 6A puts forward that the geographical regions of Europe and of Latin
America and the Caribbean were not correlated with the three attributes because they were
orthogonal to each other. Another result was that the ease of measurement attribute and the
reliability attribute were very close on the loading plot, which means the two attributes are
correlated. Also in Figure 6A, it can be seen that the Asia geographical region was also orthogonal
to the attributes. However, the same cannot be concluded about North America because this
variable was not well represented. In conclusion, the loading plots presented highlighting the
experts’ geographical region did not seem to be correlated with the attributes (R, EM and Re). In
this sense, the ranking done by the experts does not depend on their geographical origin.
A similar analysis was conducted in regard to the dimension of expertise of the experts (Figure
6B). The representation was adequate for the social and political proficiency of the experts, as
shown in Figure 6B, as well as for the attributes reliability and ease of measurement. Again, ease
of measurement and reliability were correlated attributes. The relevance attribute and the
economical, technical and environmental knowledge of the experts were moderately represented
in the PCA loading plot. In a general way, the fields of expertise were not correlated with the
three attributes. Indeed, all the dimensions of expertise are orthogonal to the attributes. This
means that the field of expertise of the experts did not influence their criteria ranking.
Figure 6C, presents the results regarding the type of organization. The University organization
type was clearly orthogonal to the three attributes. The organization types Government and
Industry were moderately well represented, but they do not seem correlated with the three
attributes. Therefore, the organization type did not influence the evaluation of the experts
regarding the criteria. Finally, this first PCA highlights that the criteria assessment did not depend
on the experts’ profile.
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Figure 6 A. PCA loading plot concerning the
geographical sector of the experts

Figure 6 B. PCA loading plot concerning the dimension
of expertise of the experts

Figure 6 C. PCA loading plot concerning the type of organization
(relevance (R), ease of measurement (EM) and reliability (Re))

3.3.3

Criteria: Hierarchical ascendant classification

HAC was carried out on all the criteria submitted to ranking. The classification objective was to
highlight some potential groups of criteria. The HAC dendogram shown in Figure 7 permitted the
identification of three criteria groups. The characteristics of each group are shown in Table 5; in
general, two of three criteria groups show high and moderate importance to be part of the
sustainability assessment framework.
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Figure 7. Dendogram of the HAC concerning the criteria

Table 5. Characteristics of criteria groups

High

Mod.

Low

Reliability
Null

High

Mod.

Low

Null

Ease of measurement
High

Mod.

Low

Criteria
groups

Null

Relevance
Environmental

Technological

Economic

Political

Social

Dimensions

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3

3.3.4 Criteria: potential attribute correlation by sustainability dimension
In order to obtain a higher level of precision, a PCA was conducted according to each
sustainability dimension. The objective of this PCA was to propose a criteria representation
belonging to one dimension in relation to the three attributes.
The results of this analysis were reflected in a point cloud plot representing the criteria of the
considered dimension according to three axes, one for each attribute. For all the dimensions, the
attributes ease of measurement and reliability seem to be highly correlated. Thus, they could be
thought to represent a single axis.
Concerning the social dimension (Figure 8), the analysis makes it possible to identify the better
and worse criteria for each attribute. The most relevant criterion seems to be C1s, rights of land
access, and the less relevant is C5s, undesirable visual impacts. The most reliable and easy to
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measure criteria were C7s, health and safety for employees, and C8s, respect of labor laws, and
the less reliable was C10s, prevent alteration to biomass production for traditional local uses.

Figure 8. Point cloud of the social dimension

Regarding the political dimension (Figure 9), the most relevant criterion seems to be C16, national
amount of land suitable for biomass, and the less relevant was C12, advanced biodiesel
promotion. The most reliable and easy to measure criterion was C13, agreement between national
and international biodiesel blend-diesel, and the least were C18, ethical commitment and
transparency, and C19, compliance with local laws. Concerning this dimension, it was important
to note that the most reliable and easy to measure criterion (C13) was part of the least relevant
criteria.

Figure 9. Point cloud of the political dimension

Concerning the economical dimension (Figure 10), the most relevant criterion was C23, influence
of vegetal oil production on biodiesel production, and the least relevant was C24, influence of
glycerin market on biodiesel production. The most reliable and easy to measure criterion was
C22, annual production of first-generation biodiesel, and the least reliable and most difficult to
measure was C25, influence of advanced biodiesel market on first generation biodiesel
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production. In this dimension, the most reliable and easy to measure criterion (C22) was also part
of the least relevant criteria.

Figure 10. Point cloud of the economical dimension

With respect to the technological dimension (Figure 11), the most relevant criterion was C26,
influence of advanced biodiesel production on vegetable oil market, and the least relevant was
C29, development and influence of technological learning on biodiesel production. The most
reliable and easy to measure criterion was C28, influence of technology trends engines on
biodiesel production, and the least reliable was C26. In this dimension, the most relevant criterion
(C26) was also the least reliable and the least easy to measure. Criterion C29 was also the least
relevant criterion and it was among the less reliable and less easy to measure.

Figure 11. Point cloud of the technological dimension

Finally, in the environmental dimension (Figure 12), many criteria were moderately relevant but
none was the most relevant. However, the least relevant criterion was C40, energy savings in
biodiesel production. The most reliable and easy to measure criteria were C32, local water quality,
and C33, waste management responsibility, and the most difficult to measure were C35, amount
of greenhouse gases captured, and C36, influence of biodiesel production on transformation of
natural ecosystems.
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Figure 12. Point cloud of the environmental dimension

4. Selection of sustainability assessment principles and criteria
The average ranking of sustainability assessment principles is shown in Table 2. 15% of the
principles were ranked as being of moderate importance, and 85% as being of high importance.
Thus, all principles were recommended for the sustainability assessment framework. The higher
importance rank was obtained by the environmental principle P10 (maintains or improves air, soil
and water quality), and the lowest importance rank was for the political principle P5, relationship
between national and international biodiesel promotion policies.
Regarding the result in Table 3, 73% of the sustainability criteria obtained high relevance and
27% moderate relevance. Therefore, the criteria ranked with medium relevance, low reliability
and low ease of measurement were eliminated: C4s-Environmental noise, C5s-Changes in
landscape generating undesirable visual impacts and C10s-Prevent alteration to biomass
production for traditional local uses.
Furthermore, seven criteria obtained high or moderate relevance, but the ease of measurement
and reliability were low. Therefore, their use in the sustainability assessment framework of
biodiesel production was not confirmed. The criteria in doubt were: C11p-Subsidy scheme, C12pAdvanced biodiesel promotion, C18p-Ethical commitment, C2s-Conflicts over land use, C19pCompliance with local laws, and C14p-National capability in biodiesel research. Therefore, these
criteria were merged with other criteria, taking into account the hierarchical ascendant
classification (HAC) that provided potential groups of criteria. In short, 13 principles and 30
criteria were recommended to become part of the sustainability assessment framework, as shown
in Table 6.
Table 6. Sustainability assessment criteria recommended
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Sustainability
Dimension

Principle

Criteria

P1: Respect property and land
tenure

C1s-Rights of land access

P2: Social acceptability

C2s-

- National energy security
- Local prosperity
Social
P3: Promote responsible
working conditions
P4: Prevent alteration to food
supply
P5: Relationship between
national and international
biodiesel promotion policies

Political

P6: National biodiesel
production consistent with
international environmental
policies

C3s-Health & safety - employees
C4s-Labor laws
C5s-Food supply

C6p

- Agreement national/international
biodiesel blend-diesel
- Subsidy scheme
- Advanced biodiesel promotion

C7p-Biomass (non-edible) for biodiesel
production
C8p-National amount of land suitable for
biomass
C9p-Emission condition GHE

P7: Promote commitment to
ethics and transparency
C10ec-Influence oil market/biodiesel
C11ec-Influence diesel market/biodiesel

C12ec
Economic

P8: Economic viability

- Production biodiesel 1a gen./biodiesel
- Ethical commitment
- Land conflicts
- Compliance with local laws

C13ec-Influence vegetable oil market/biodiesel
C14ec-Influence glycerin market/biodiesel
C15ec-Influence advanced biodiesel
Market/biodiesel

Technological

P9: Technology used promotes
efficiency and reduction of
negative environmental impact

C16t-Influence advanced biodiesel Market/veg.
Oil
C17t-Influence advanced biodiesel Techno/cost
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Sustainability
Dimension

Principle

Criteria
C18t-influence of technologie trends engins on
biodiesel production

C19t

- Influence technological learning/cost
- National capability in biodiesel
research

C20en-Air quality
C21en-Efficient use of water
P10: Maintain or improve air,
soil and water quality

C22en-Local water quality
C23en-Wastes-managed responsibly
C24en-Soil quality

Environmental

P11: Positive balance of
greenhouse gases

C25en-Greenhouse gases balance
C26en-Transformation-natural ecosystems

P12: Promote the conservation
and protection of biodiversity

C27en-Influence fragile ecosystems
C28en-Influence wildlife

P13: Energy efficiency and use
of renewable energy

C29en-Energy used
C30en-Energy savings

4.1 Analysis of the principles and criteria recommended
Comparing the new framework for biodiesel sustainability assessment with other similar studies
(Bueren & Blom 1996; Mendoza et al. 1999; Fao & Befsci 2007; Cramer et al. 2007; Van
Cauwenbergh et al. 2007; Kurka & Blackwood 2013; Florin et al. 2013), several particular
characteristics can be pointed out. First, the new framework considered five dimensions for the
sustainability assessment in comparison with the three traditional ones. Second, it includes the
integration between the sustainability assessment dimensions and the biodiesel supply chain.
Third, the relations between the levels of hierarchical structure were identified. That means the
dimensions were analyzed through principles, each principle was assessed by a set of criteria and
each criterion by a set of indicators. Taking into account the points above, the new framework is
a comprehensive sustainable assessment, while also being adaptable to different contexts and
biofuel supply chains.
The biofuel sustainability assessment proposed by Buchholz et al. (2009) did not raise a
hierarchical assessment framework, nor sustainability principles. Neither political nor
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technological criteria were defined. With regard to the validation process recommended by
Buchholz et al. (2009), four attributes to evaluate the sustainability criteria were established; one
of these was importance. Regarding the last point, in this work importance was defined as the
average value of three attributes (relevance, ease of measurement and reliability) to validate
principles and criteria that were part of the assessment framework proposed.
Some works about sustainability assessment tools described the performance and applicability of
an existing tool for selection, which is potentially useful for sustainability assessment of
bioenergy systems (Buytaert et al. 2011; Silva Lora et al. 2011; Cucek & Kravanja 2012; FAO &
BEFSCI 2012). The research of Kurka & Blackwood (2013) presents a generic approach for
selecting sustainability criteria and indicators by using participatory methodology. Florin et al.
(2013) proposed sustainability principles and criteria for small farmers who produce biomass for
biodiesel; this was emphasized to indicate definition, and did not take into account the
technological dimension. In a different way, this work defined the hierarchical framework, the
principles and criteria necessary to perform the assessment. In addition, this work proposed a
framework that linked the stages of the biodiesel supply chain with the sustainability assessment.
In the assessment framework definition of this work, the existence of horizontal consistency was
considered. This means that principles or criteria appearing at the same level do not have any
overlap. Regarding the horizontal relationship between criteria, the Hierarchical Ascendant
Classification (HAC), seven potential groups of 40 criteria were identified (Figure 7); in each
group there were criteria linked to different sustainability dimensions. After applying the
validation strategy, 13 principles and 30 criteria were proposed (Table 6).
4.2 Data visualization technique of principles and criteria
With the aim of visualizing the relationships between the five sustainable assessment dimensions,
the 13 sustainable principles and the 30 assessment criteria, a display of data in a visualization
technique (graph drawing1) was applied (Figure 13). The graph drawing is a data visualization
technique that better represents heterogeneous information, multi-dimensional data, importance
and correlation between data.
In the graph drawing, nodes represent principles and criteria, and edges represent relations
between nodes. The node size represented the importance average ranking. A force-directed
algorithm was applied that combines a multilevel approach which overcomes local minimums,
with techniques such as approximates, short- and long-range force (Hu 2005). In the network, the
nodes with more connections were located in central areas, and these central nodes tend to have
greater influence on the other nodes. Furthermore, greater proximity between nodes was
indicative of similar or equal importance between nodes and, in turn, of node groups on the
network.

1
Graph drawing is an area of mathematics and computer science combining methods from geometric graph theory.
The basic graph drawing is given a set of nodes with a set of edges (relations); calculate the position of the nodes and
the curve to be drawn for each edge. It requires the definition of properties and classification of layout according to the
types of graphs to which they can be applied (Herman et al. 2000).
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Figure 13. Principles and criteria framework visualization

Three central nodes were identified, the visualization of which is shown in Figure 13. The first
central node (CN1) includes the political, social and technological principles and criteria, and
only two environmental ones. In general, in this central node the importance ranking was between
moderate and high. In addition, it was observed that the most central nodes were the political
criterion C17 about policy conditions pertaining to greenhouse gas emissions in the life cycle of
biodiesel production, and the technological criterion C26 regarding the influence of the advanced
biodiesel market on the vegetable oil market. Furthermore, greater proximity between social and
environmental criteria nodes was identified, because such criteria obtained equal importance
ranking.
The second central node (CN2) is related, mainly, to environmental principles and criteria.
However, two social criteria and two economic criteria are included. Overall, the highest
importance ranking was given to the principles and criteria of this central node. It was identified
that the principle P10, about maintaining and improving air, soil and water quality, was the most
central node in this group, because it was ranked with the highest importance, like their related
criteria.
Finally, the third central node (CN3) shows the highest heterogeneity, probably because it
includes economic, environmental, technological and social criteria, whose importance ranking
was moderate. In addition, greater proximity between nodes is shown, indicating similar
importance.
In short, the three central nodes are comprised by interdimensional principles and criteria. For
example, the environmental criteria are present in all groups and environmental criteria in
particular are related to social and economic ones. The forces – directed and approximate force
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between criteria – shown in Figure 13 call attention to the possibility of evaluating two or more
sustainability dimensions through one criterion.
Conclusions
The new methodological validation permits the integration of expert consultation, descriptive
statistical analysis and data visualization to confirm the importance of adding the technological
and political dimensions to the three traditional dimensions of the Triple Bottom Line (TBL) for
sustainability assessment (social, economic and environmental) in biodiesel production.
Likewise, it was possible to establish the importance ranking of principles and criteria that permit
assessment of the sustainability of biodiesel production.
As a result, five dimensions, 13 principles and 30 criteria were validated and recommended to
become part of the sustainability assessment framework for biodiesel production. Furthermore,
three central nodes were identified, comprised of interdimensional principles and criteria that
permit the visualization of relationships between dimensions, principles and criteria.
The proposed hierarchical sustainability assessment framework of principles, criteria and
indicator (PC&I) for biodiesel production has the following constraints: First, the framework
applicability is to renewable energy whose raw material is biomass. Second, for the assessment
of a specific context of biodiesel production it is necessary to define a set of indicators for each
criterion. Third, most of the experts belong to the geographical area of Latin America, with
Universities as their organization and Technological and Environmental as their expertise area;
thus it is important to strengthen expert consultation with experts from other geographical areas,
organizations and expertise areas. However, it is important to note that, according to the results
of the Principal Component Analysis followed in this work, the ranks given by the experts to
principles and criteria were not correlated with their geographical origin, type of organization or
expertise area.
Regarding the attributes of importance that were proposed (relevance, ease of measurement and
reliability) to rank the impact of each principle and criterion on the assessment framework, a high
correlation was identified between ease of measurement and reliability. For example, if the
measurement of a criterion is easy, it is possible to repeat and verify the measurement, and
increase the reliability in regard to the criterion. Therefore, the Ease of Measurement attribute can
be eliminated and the importance ranking can be performed through the Relevance and Reliability
attributes.
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